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 and constraints in maintaining a military balance with an adversary that appeared
 to be able to afford both a major war in South-East Asia and a massive arms build-

 up. The result was a rethinking of strategic policy for both countries.

 Nelson builds his case carefully and begins by covering familiar ground: US
 war-weariness and particularly the Congressional budget cuts which led some US
 officials to think that SALT was a vital necessity, regardless of who won in
 Vietnam or when. On the Russian side, Nelson reminds us of what it took for the

 Soviet system to work and how central were the credits, technology, and products

 that could only come from the West and only if relations between the superpowers

 were relatively cordial.

 There is, however, no smoking gun. The evidence advanced is circumstantial
 and the logic based on the extraordinary 'coincidence of the superpowers'
 economic, political, and strategic needs' (p. 69) coupled to the way such key
 figures as Robert McNamara and Melvin Laird and their Soviet counterparts
 tended to see the costs of unbridled rivalry. The resulting analysis is compelling,
 but I am not sure it is entirely convincing. The study invites both more reflection

 and research. It is likely to prove a seminal work to diplomatic historians and
 international relations specialists alike in the years ahead. Nelson's work will
 challenge those in each discipline to find in the emerging records of the Soviet
 Union and in the anguished memoirs of those who are haunted by the Vietnam
 War an explanation for how it was that detente came in the midst of a war being

 fought by one superpower to demonstrate to another that its proxies would not
 Drevail.

 Georgetown University Allan L. Goodman

 Robert Strange McNamara. In Retrospect: the lragedy and Lessons oj Vietnam.
 New York: Times Books, 1995. Pp. xviii, 414. $27.50 (us);

 George Herring. LBJ and Vietnam: A Different Kind of War. Austin: University
 of Texas Press, 1994. Pp. xiv, 228. $29.95 (us)-

 By the middle of the next century, US scholars may look back at the United
 States's Vietnam War in much the same way that today's historians regard the War

 of 1812: as scholarly wags put it, 'a war waged primarily to provide countless
 generations of graduate students with dissertation topics'. If so, one can only pity
 the Ph.D. candidate who might logically consider that the secretary of defence
 who prosecuted the involvement and even provided the conflict its nickname of
 'McNamara's War' had important things to say about the war. In Retrospect
 provides few insights, some demonstrably false interpretations, and many blind
 alleys.
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 Robert McNamara's stated aim in his memoir is both broad and noble:

 I want to look at Vietnam in hindsight, not ... to obscure . . . errors of judgment . . . but to
 show the full range of pressures and the lack of knowledge that existed at the time . . .
 I want to put Vietnam in context . . .

 We . . . acted according to what we thought were the principles and traditions of this nation
 [and] made our decisions in light of these values . . .
 Yet we were wrong . . .
 I truly believe that we made an error not of values and intentions but of judgments and
 capabilities . . .
 I want Americans to understand why we made the mistakes we did, and to learn from them
 . . . Let this be the lasting legacy of Vietnam (pp. xvi-xvii).

 It is indeed unfortunate for our notional graduate student of ad 2050 as well as
 for today's historians that McNamara fails to meet each of his aims. In trying to
 show the ;full range of pressures and the lack of knowledge that existed at the
 time', McNamara repeatedly cites the other foreign crises which commanded his
 attention and how little Americans knew about South-East Asia. It is as if

 McNamara is saying that he did not have the opportunity to come to grips with the

 complexities of the Vietnam problem. Yet he delineates how frequently he made
 the gruelling trans-Pacific flight to Saigon and how obsessed he and Johnson were
 with the situation there. As to how uninformed he and others were on the true

 conditions prevailing in Vietnam from a historical perspective, he never mentions

 his own superciliousness in thinking he knew all the important information. This

 is the secretary who, when an underling at the state department (Thomas Hughes)
 presumed to differ with defence estimates of the situation in the theatre of war,

 went directly to the secretary of state and demanded an apology for the difference

 of interpretation. This also is the secretary who was notorious for catching up on
 his paperwork while flag officers were briefing him. Yet McNamara never acknow-

 ledges his intellectual arrogance, much less recognizes it as a source of some of his
 problems. The closest he comes is in a footnote where he bemoans the fact that no

 special training or experience is required of defence ministers in the United States,

 contrasting them with the parliamentary systems of Europe where a new govern-

 ment's ministers 'have usually served as opposition shadow ministers for several

 years before they take office' (p. 35). Even in this acknowledgement, he seems
 unaware of the irony of his stepping into the department of defence in i960 and

 assuming that he knew all there was to know about the organization and its
 responsibilities.

 At times, McNamara would mislead the unwary reader. In his account of Walter

 Cronkite's September 1963 television interview with John Kennedy, for example,
 he quotes the president saying that the war was for the South Vietnamese to win or

 lose (pp. 61-2). He omits, however, Kennedy's pivotal statement in the interview,

 in which he said that the Vietnamese leaders had to regain the support of their
 people, possibly through changes in personnel. This was the headline news which
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 the coup plotters in Saigon took as a green light to overthrow Ngo Dien Diem,
 triggering his assassination. This omission allows McNamara to hold Kennedy
 least responsible for the coup when he affixes blame to himself, General Maxwell

 Taylor, and the secretary of state, Dean Rusk.

 McNamara asserts that he believes Kennedy would have withdrawn from
 Vietnam had he lived. One might expect that a senior participant in the involve-

 ment would provide either new evidence or some carefully reasoned argument for
 such an unverifiable assertion, but he offers neither. He does not address just how

 a president who was leader of the Democratic Party might have extracted his
 nation from the area and still have evaded the sobriquet of 'losing South-East Asia'

 as Harry Truman was charged with 'losing' China. Even after losing the i960
 election, Nixon threatened Kennedy with revisiting the 'who lost China?' question

 that had lost the Democrats the 1950 congressional elections if he gave an inch to
 the Communists in Asia. US politicians, after all, take domestic political factors

 into account in making decisions on foreign policy, and McNamara is un-
 convincing in arguing that Kennedy would have somehow been less susceptible to
 such influences than was Lyndon Johnson.

 McNamara occasionally displays a selective memory with regard to important
 events in the Vietnam chronology. For example, he entirely omits the 1966
 Honolulu Conference from his memoir. This, of course, was the pivotal con-
 ference of US and South Vietnamese leaders in which Johnson directed that the

 US effort in South Vietnam be towards destruction of the Viet Cong and
 pacification of the country rather than against the North Vietnamese Army then in

 South Vietnam, the force that would over time prove to be the decisive enemy.

 Finally, in his chapter concerning 'lessons' of the war, McNamara provides a
 prescription for lasting peace in the world that would hardly qualify as a barely

 passing essay in an undergraduate political science course. Relations among
 nations

 should be directed toward five goals that embrace such profound and universal aims as:
 1. Provide all states guarantees against external aggression - frontiers should not be changed
 by force.
 2. Codify the rights of minorities and ethnic groups within states - the Kurds in Iran, Iraq,
 and Turkey, for instance - and provide them a means to redress their grievances without
 resort to violence.

 3. Establish a mechanism for resolving regional conflicts and conflicts within nations
 without unilateral action by the Great Powers.
 4. Increase the flow of technical and financial assistance to developing nations to help them
 accelerate their rates of social and economic advance.

 5. Assure preservation of the global environment as a basis of sustainable development for
 all.

 Exactly how the United States's involvement in Vietnam led to these particular five

 prescriptions is unclear, as is how they are to be reached. When one reflects on
 them in light of a random day's front-page news in 1996 - events in Bosnia,
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 Chechnya, Kampuchea, and Kashmir, for example - their vapidity and lack of
 rigour are striking.

 Luckily for our notional graduate student, a superb antidote to McNamara's
 intellectual wool-gathering is at hand. George Herring's LBJ and Vietnam is
 history as it should be written. McNamara's conduct of the Vietnam War would
 have been far more effective - and his memoir far better - had he understood some

 of the concepts Herring makes clear in the first few pages of his book. Herring first
 examines the sources of theories of limited war and demonstrates their effect on

 conduct of the Vietnam War under McNamara's tenure. Theorizing about limited
 war was especially pernicious in the context of Vietnam in that it presumed that
 one's opponent would act predictably:

 Leaders must 'scrupulously limit' their political objectives and clearly communicate those
 objectives to the enemy. They must make every effort to keep open diplomatic channels to
 terminate the war through negotiations on the basis of limited objectives. They must restrict
 to the area an amount consistent with the attainment of the desired political objectives the
 geographic locality of the war and the instruments used. Limited war must be directed by
 the civilian leadership. The special needs of the military should not affect its conduct, and
 indeed the military must be a controllable instrument of national policy . . . Military action
 was less important for the damage it did than for the message it sent. War became a sort of
 bargaining process through which force was employed to persuade enemies that persisting
 in what they were doing would be too expensive to continue . . . The implicit assumption
 was that the use of force could be orchestrated in such a way as to communicate precise and
 specific signals and that an opponent would back down in the face of such threats and
 pressure (pp. 4-5).

 Herring observes that limited war theorizing was primarily an intellectual exer-

 cise, not a practical prescription for fighting a war. The theories entirely misper-

 ceived the difficulties of fighting a war, ignoring military realities and, in fact,
 seeing them more as distractions than as problems to be solved. Much as
 McNamara's 'lessons' of Vietnam are devoid of practical advice on how to conduct

 foreign policy, limited war theories fared far better in seminar rooms than on the

 jungle trails of Vietnam.

 Herring adroitly shows how ill-suited both Johnson and McNamara were in
 dealing with their difficult war in Vietnam. He shows how their misplaced con-
 fidence early in the war led to ever-increasing involvement and irreversible
 entanglement in a war that neither wanted nor understood. Both failed miserably
 at what Clausewitz called 'the first of all strategic questions and the most com-
 prehensive', that of determining 'the kind of war on which they are embarking;
 neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into something that is alien to its

 nature - the most far-reaching act of judgement that the statesman and commander
 have to make'.

 Herring's tale is a depressingly familiar one - distrust in spades between the
 civilian and military leadership, lack of coherent strategic guidance, micro-
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 mismanagement from Washington, the collapse of public confidence in the war
 effort - but it has seldom been told so well or so thoroughly in so concise a
 manner. One finishes the two books in the hope that McNamara might read
 Herring's account and begin to understand the war he managed so disastrously for
 his nation.

 United States Military Academy Kenneth E. Hamburger

 Adam Garfinkle. Telltale Hearts: The Origins and Impact of the Vietnam Antiwar
 Movement. New York: St Martin's Press, 1995. Pp. vii, 370. $24.95 (us).

 The best, and the oddest, thing about Adam Garfinkle's new book is its title,
 invoking Edgar Allan Poe. He chose it 'not to ... imply murder, or to preach about
 the power of a guilty conscience', but 'only to suggest that some things from the
 past that are literally dead and buried are not as inert in our lives as we sometimes

 think' (p. ix). Few readers will disagree with the author's observation that the
 issues raised by the United States's war against Vietnam continue to disturb the
 conscience of the country. None the less, the book is about murder and guilt,
 though not all will agree with Garfinkle about the identity of victim and murderer.

 For the object of Garfinkle's ire is not the presidents who involved the country

 in bloodletting, but rather the anti-war movement which opposed them. Indeed,
 Garfinkle insists that the anti-war movement not only failed to end that unpopular

 conflict, but actually prolonged it. It is past time, he lectures, for movement
 activists to abandon romanticizing their youthful protests and face the error of

 their judgements and their actions.

 The basic thesis is that US public opinion would have opposed the war earlier
 and more massively had the anti-war movement not aroused so much hostility by
 its militant behaviour. One fundamental problem with this proposition is the way

 Garfinkle separates 'public opinion' from the anti-war movement. In a manner
 reminiscent of US government definitions of the National Liberation Front as
 somehow not South Vietnamese, Garfinkle reads anti-war protestors out of the

 American body politic. Whatever percentages about public opinion Gallup may
 have gathered over the years (and the poll evidence is subject to interpretation),
 the fact remains that hundreds of thousands of ordinary citizens took to the streets

 in unprecedented opposition to an ongoing war. Yet for Garfinkle, the protestors

 did not constitute a legitimate public.

 He mounts this argument by means of a series of counter-factual assertions.
 One chain of propositions states that the radicalization of the anti-war movement

 dampened the impulse of Democratic Party members 'to betray their party leader-

 ship and their president even though the impulse to do so grew as time passed' (p.

 18). Had these impulses been allowed free rein, what happened inside the party in
 iq68 could have happened earlier: 'Had that been the case, Lyndon Johnson's
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